iMaint® Integrator
WORKS WITH PROVEN,
INDUSTRY-STANDARD
TECHNOLOGIES
XML
Microsoft SQL Server
Microsoft Access
Microsoft Excel

EASY COMMUNICATION WITH OTHER APPLICATIONS
Integration between your maintenance system and other software systems is often
essential, yet often very expensive and difficult to implement. The iMaint
Integrator enables the application integration you need… simply and affordably.
A single unified solution from just one software vendor is rarely capable of meeting
the diverse needs of all business units, particularly those of the maintenance
department. Now you can use a proven, world-class EAM / CMMS system that best
meets the needs of maintenance departments and easily interfaces with other business
systems.

Delimited text files

Reduce time-wasting
data input and unnecessary
paper processes.

Make better management
decisions with faster, up-to-date and
more accurate information.

Requisitions, issues, adjustments....
Receipts, adjustments, vendors....

FINANCE

Maintenance costs by GL account....
Budgets, GL account updates....

HR AND
PAYROLL
CONDITION
MONITORS
OTHER
SYSTEMS
DATA ANALYSIS
TOOLS

Personnel hours & shifts....
Pay rates, shift differentials....
Meter & condition readings,
l
Prior EAM data, equipment lists....

EAM SECURITY RULES

PURCHASING

EAM BSINESS RULES

Typical Integration and Data Transfer Scenarios

Any EAM data from iMaint

Proven Integration Technologies

Easy-to-Use Tools

Unlike many integration tools, you’re not
locked into a single technology, so you
can use what’s best for each business
process.

The iMaint Integrator makes it simple to
work with other applications, whether
you need intricate 2-way communications
with multiple business applications, or
you only need to share files on a regular
schedule.

Choose among industry-standard
technologies such as XML, Excel,
Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Access,
and delimited files. You can even connect
with applications across the Internet.

Step-by-step ‘wizards’ and drag-and-drop
screens guide you through setting up each
integration or data transfer project.
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Real-World Example: Integration with a Purchasing System
When there is no interface between your maintenance
and purchasing systems, inefficiencies and data errors
can easily occur. Sending requisitions to purchasing and
receiving data from purchasing are often manual, paperbased processes.

The iMaint Integrator replaces these inefficient
processes with automated communication between
iMaint and the purchasing system, as illustrated below.
The entire process can even be completely paperless.
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Automatic

iMaint
Integrator
Updated Inventory Data
Quantities, Prices,
Backorders, Vendor
specifications, etc.

Key Features
 Choose a schedule for each integration process—

minutes, hours, days, etc.
 Unlimited integration processes can be created.
 Drag-and-drop mapping of data fields
 Transfer data to/from multiple iMaint sites.
 Error-checking and exception reporting ensure
compatibility between source and iMaint data fields.
Proven Standards

POs issued
Parts ordered
Parts received

Automatic

No Complex Programming
Step-by-step
wizards guide
you through
setup,
including
selecting data
sources and
mapping data
fields
between
sources.

Various industry-standard integration technologies are
built into the iMaint Integrator, including platformindependent XML adapters. Most modern enterprise
applications support data exchange using those
technologies.
The iMaint Integrator supports direct communication
with databases used by many business applications, as
well as Microsoft Excel and ‘flat’ file formats.
Database & File Formats Supported

Technical Requirements

XML
Microsoft SQL Server
Microsoft Access
Microsoft Excel
Any fixed-length or delimited files (such as CSV)

iMaint, iMaint Fleet or iMaint Online; version 2.37 or
higher. Refer to the iMaint Hardware/Software
Requirements document for more information.

Security Safeguards

The iMaint Integrator safeguards the integrity of your
data as it moves between systems. Transfers are
governed by security and business rules you have
established in iMaint.

Training and Consulting

We offer several options for implementation training,
including courses at your location or our Greensboro,
NC Training Center, as well as Web-based training.
Our Professional Services staff can also assist with a
wide variety of integration-related tasks, from data
mapping to complete setup of application interfaces.

